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Vitamins and Minerals vs. Whole Foods
This article is not meant to knock vitamins and minerals or take away from their healthful aspects, 
because not all supplements are the same. 

We should be aware at this point, though, that concentrated whole foods like Juice Plus+® are almost 
a necessity in today's world. I look at vitamin and mineral supplements as a backup  system to whole 
foods and as a useful approach to particular needs or deficiencies. I take extra minerals, for example, 
because I run and sweat every day, so that's being specific with supplementation for my individual 
needs. But most supplements don't have the other known and unknown food factors, such as 

phytonutrients, which our bodies also require. After reading this article, you will know why taking a whole-food supplement 
like Juice Plus+® should be a lifetime commitment.
A healthful diet and exercise are necessities of life. If you exercise for three months and then stop, what happens? You 
end up  right back where you started! If you detoxify your body by eating well but then don't continue on a good diet or 
wellness plan, you become sluggish and toxic again. Good eating habits and exercise are lifelong commitments. It's the 
same way we should approach Juice Plus+®. Juice Plus+® provides the known and unknown nutrients combined in 
organic complexes, the way nature intended. Natural food complexes of enzymes, vitamins, minerals, phytonutrients, and 
other food factors are organized by the sun, rain, water, and living bacteria in the soil. Whole-food concentrates, with their 
nutrients intact, retain the functional and nutritional integrity of those complexes.

 Can Science Duplicate Nature?
Some scientists claim that they can duplicate these naturally 
growing miracles in laboratories--but this they will never do. 
Nobody can put life into an isolated vitamin or mineral, let alone 
figure out all of the thousands of nutrient configurations in natural 
foods. It has been estimated that ten to fifteen thousand 
phytonutrients are interconnected and interrelated with vitamins, 
minerals, and enzymes in every fruit, vegetable, and berry. Can 
you imagine trying to figure out all the chemical and molecular 
configurations in just one food, let alone every fruit and 
vegetable? By configuration, I mean the way a food is organized 
by nature. It is the greatest secret of all ages. These synergistic 
nutrients are woven together in forming the whole food, and should not be altered, and can not be replicated. These food 
complexes are necessary for human life.

Vitamins are sometimes thought of as single substances, but each vitamin is actually a group of chemically related 
substances. Vitamin C, for instance, is a balanced complex of 150 food factors present in each fruit and vegetable. But 
the common vitamin C supplement, ascorbic acid, is only a concentrated amount of a single part of the whole vitamin C 
complex. Our bodies are better at recognizing and using what nature provides, and that is the synergy of the food factors-
phytonutrients, enzymes, vitamins, and minerals-in the wholeness of a balanced, natural food complex.

Taking the wrong supplements (those that are not needed) or  mega-doses of single nutrients can also be difficult for the 
body to eliminate, or even toxic. Logically, you can see that the process of eliminating and detoxifying large amounts of 
one nutrient on a daily basis can cause other chemical and nutrient imbalances. The nutrients in whole-food concentrates, 
however, can easily be eliminated from the body if what's taken turns out to be more than what's needed.
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Potency vs. Effectiveness
When research is done on isolated vitamins, it often takes larger amounts to produce 
an observable effect; therefore, we often believe that larger amounts are necessary. 
If you're taking isolated vitamins, consider taking them along with whole-food 
concentrates so the other synergistic food factors are present to add to the vitamins' 
absorption and activity. It's not what you ingest that matters-it's what you absorb. 
Whole foods contribute specific proportions of known and unknown food factors 
needed for all metabolic functions, down to the cellular level. This makes them 
foundational and necessary. "Foundational" in this context means supporting all body 
processes. 

Webster's dictionary refers to potency as "the ability to bring about a particular result." Webster's says nothing about 
potency meaning large amounts of something. Real potency is in the synergy resulting from the collective action and 
interaction of all micro- and macronutrients found in whole foods. It is a fact that the nutritional synergy in whole foods, or 
whole-food concentrates, produces a greater systemic effect than that of an isolated nutrient. 

Consider a Cornell University study proving that one red delicious apple containing only 5.7 mg of vitamin C  has as much 
antioxidant capacity as 1,500 mg of isolated vitamin C. A mere 5.7 mg of vitamin C is practically nothing. It's the 
synergistic effect of all the phytonutrients in the apple that is doing the job-in this case, the job of antioxidizing. Again, 
whole foods have a broader biological effect.

  Foundational Nutrition
That is what foundational nutrition is all about. When the body's metabolic processes are 
properly supported with whole-food nutrients, it functions better, absorbs more nutrients, 
detoxifies, and is equipped to overcome deficiencies. This gives our cells the advantage of 
selecting what they need when they need it, when it comes to a particular food factor-
phytonutrient, vitamin, mineral, etc. That is what potency really means. It is not the amount 
of a single nutrient (quantitative), but the effect produced by whole foods (qualitative).
 
I've got nothing against vitamins and minerals, but if you use them, use them along with 
proven whole-food complexes like Juice Plus+®. And while you're at it, ask for primary 
research on the supplements you buy. Remember what I mentioned earlier: that it's not 
what you ingest, but what you absorb, that really matters. Juice Plus+® is the most 
thoroughly researched and proven nutraceutical in the world-real foundational nutrition. 
(Refer to my September 2009 newsletter at www.SmokeySantillo.com.)
 
For more detailed information on foundational nutrition, read my new book "Your Body Speaks--Your Body Heals."

Stay well,

Dr. Smokey Santillo
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